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1. Test materials are the property of KU Language Test Center. No part of the test materials 

may be reproduced, modified, distributed, or taken out of the test room. Candidates 

engaging in malpractice will be liable to legal action. 

2. Candidates are advised to check their candidate status at least three days prior to the test 

date. Visit http://www.ku-ept.human.ku.ac.th and proceed to “My Status”.  

3. Required documents on the test day: 

 For Thai citizens, an original and valid Thai citizen ID card / government official 

ID card / driver license card  

 For non-Thai citizen, a valid passport. 

4. Candidates need to arrive the test venue in good time to check their seat numbers. 

5. Candidates must take the test in the assigned test room. 

6. Candidates must sit on the assigned seat. 

7. Candidates are not allowed to bring their own stationery into the test room. Necessary 

stationery is prepared and placed on the desk for every candidate.    

8. Mobile phones or any other electronic devices must be switched off. 

9. Candidates must write their name, and other required information on the answer sheet. 

Fill the “ID NUMBER” section with their test ID Number (not a KU ID Number) and 

black out the corresponding numbers. If any required information is missing or incorrect, 

the answer sheet will not be marked. 

10. The selected options must be completely blacked out. To change the response, candidates 

must erase the old ones as completely as possible. The scantron rejects any test item 

showing more than one response. The test item will also be rejected if the response is 

inappropriately marked e.g. marked by a pen or circled.    

11. Candidates who arrive late will be disqualified. Candidates who have finished the test or 

do not wish to continue the test may leave the room after an hour has passed.   

12. Once the proctor announces the end of the test, candidates must stop writing and remain 

seated until the proctor advise them to leave the test room.   

13. The following items may not be taken into the test room: communication devices, 

calculators, watches, cameras, keyrings, sacred objects, and non-related documents. 

When leaving the room, candidates must not take any test material with them.  

14. If any candidate does not follow the proctor guidance, the candidate will be disqualified. 

The candidate will not receive a test result. Please note that KU Language Test Center 



 

does not provide personal belonging storage. The test center is not responsible or liable 

for stolen, lost, misplaced, or damaged personal property. 
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